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washing in the rain, you can work larger areas.
• Apply the acid from bottom to top. 

Applying the acid to the aluminum rails prior to 
misting the entire surface will result in aluminum 
oxide locking itself onto the painted surface. The 
result will be “streaking” and heavy brushing may 
be required.

• Wet all painted surfaces down with acid 
first, then concentrate on the exposed, 
unpainted aluminum trim. Hold the low 
pressure chemical nozzle close to the top rail 
and quickly “walk the rail” until you reach the 
end. Move the nozzle to the lower rail and repeat. 
When you reach the end of the lower rail, repeat 
the process. 

Once the acid has been applied, you are ready 
to apply the detergent.

• Move your chemical line from the acid 
container to the detergent container. Be 
careful of cross contamination of products, which 
will result in product neutralization. This is why 
the Allison Injector is equipped with our three-
way ball valve, which allows you to simply turn 
the knob from acid to detergent.

• Repeat the steps utilized with the acid 
application with one exception: make one 
additional pass with detergent. Generally 
speaking, it will take twice as much detergent as 
acid for an effective twin chem process.

• Watch the dramatic surface activity 
whereby the pollutant will totally emulsify and 
“roll off” the surface.

The Process – Rinsing Trailers
Rinsing is one of the most important steps in 

any cleaning process. Remember, upon switching 
your gun from “low pressure chemical” to “high 
pressure rinse,” you still have detergent in 
the line, which will be discharged under high 
pressure. Discharge this pressurized detergent in 
the wheel or on the frame. This accomplishes two 
things:

• Helps clean the hardest-to-clean areas, since 
they attract more dirt, grease and grime. 

• Prevents the chance of carrying the high 
pressure mist over to other surfaces that could be 
damaged if not rinsed.

When rinsing the trailer, start by “walking the 
top rail” very slowly to ensure that all chemical 
product and pollutants are removed. This is by 
far the most important step in rinsing a trailer. 
Leaving a residual in the top rail will result in 
streaking as the rundown occurs. Once you are 
sure the top rail has been sufficiently rinsed, 
continue with the remaining area to include the 
wheels, tanks and frame.

The Process – Rinsing Tractors
Pay special attention to the roof and glass 

when rinsing tractors. Always rinse from the 
top, down. You will find it next to impossible to 
thoroughly rinse the roof and hood areas if you 
are using a “straight” lance. Make sure that the 
lance has a 45° bend at the nozzle. Failure to 
rinse the roof could result in glass damage.

If you’re unsure if the roof has been rinsed 
thoroughly, stand on the driver or passenger side 
of the vehicle and look though the glass, through 
to the windshield and hold the lance in a position 
so that the rinse water will run down over the 
windshield. Rinse until you do not see “bubbles.”

Remember to Work Smarter!
The most successful companies work smarter, 

not harder. Washing fleets on a schedule can 
be very profitable. Many laugh at the low prices 
charged to wash large fleets, and of course there 
has to be a bottom line limit to pricing. But 
consider washing tractors all day at $8 each. 
Wash four per hour and you’ll starve. Wash 10 
per hour, per person, and now you’re making a 
living. Working smart should allow you to do this.

John Allison is owner of Envirospec, a 
wholesaler of pressure washing industry parts, 
supplies, equipment and cleaning chemicals. He 
began in the pressure washing industry almost 40 
years ago by washing fleets. To learn more about 
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On October 22 through 24, dozens of pressure 
washing contractors will gather in Orlando, 
Florida, to celebrate the twentieth anniversary 
of the Power Washers of North America (PWNA). 
Founded in 1992 by Robert Hinderliter, the 
PWNA began as an association in order to discuss 
solutions to new environmental pressures from 
the EPA. 

Today, the organization has expanded its focus 
to include a variety of power washing-related 
certification programs, along with business 
and marketing topics specifically geared toward 
cleaning contractors.

 “If you spend a few hundred dollars to take a 
class but you improve your working knowledge 
and your efficiency, you start earning that 
money back immediately,” said Pete Marentay of 
Contractor’s Foundation, who will be teaching 
Power Washing 101 course. “Sometimes the small 
amount you spend can pay you back the first 
time you don’t cause damage on a job.”

During this October’s event, the 
PWNA will offer a variety of educational 
opportunities, including five different 
certification programs. (Note: while anyone 
can attend a certification class, only 
PWNA members can receive certification. 
Additionally, $99 of the convention fee 
for members can be applied toward a 
certification class of the member’s choice.)

1. Wood Restoration: taught by John 
Nearon of Timber Ox Products, the course 
will cover the following topics: nature of 
different wood species, economic opportunity, 
chemicals, detergents 
and cleaners, 
equipment, cleaning 
process, safety, pricing, 
bidding, marketing, 
and potential add-on 
services. Course Dates: 
Monday, 10/22 from 8 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Course 

cost: $395 for members.
2. House Washing: Led by Dan Galvin of East 

Coast Power Washing, Inc., the house washing 
course is offered on Monday from 9 to noon, then 
repeated Tuesday from 1:30 to 4:15. The cost is 
$99 for the course, plus $50 for certification.

3. Roof Cleaning Certification: Charlie 
Arnold of Seaside Power Washing teaches this 
three-hour course. The price is $99 plus $50 for 
certification and will be offered Monday from 9 to 
noon, then again on Tuesday from 1:30 to 4:15 
p.m.

4. Environmental Power Washing: Led by 
Robert and Michael Hinderliter, this course will 
be offered Tuesday morning from 9:15 to 12:15, 
and costs $99 for the course plus $50 for the 
testing.

5. Fleet Washing: Led by Paul Horsley of 
Scotts Pressure Wash (and publisher of eClean 
Magazine), this course runs from 1 to 4 p.m. on 
Monday, and costs $249 for members.

6. Flat Work: This course, offered Tuesday 
from 9:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., includes the Seal ‘N 
Lock Authorized Technician training plus PWNA 
certification in flat work. The cost is $99 plus $50 
for certification.

Additionally, there will be a kitchen exhaust 
cleaning course (no certification) offered on 
Monday afternoon by Daryl Mirza from 1 to 
4:30, and costs $69 for members, $99 for non-
members.

 
“I recently attended the 2012 Fleet Washing 

Certification Course with Paul Horsley in Calgary. What 
a great experience! I’m leaving with key lessons, insider 
tips, and true inspiration. If you’re reading this wondering 
if you should take the course, just do it! The value I got 
out of this program is easily worth 10X the amount it cost. 
5 stars. Thanks again Paul, I’m going to implement your 
feedback as soon as I get back!”  

- Ross Wilhelms of West Coast Fleet Wash

 
I know 200% more about 
wood today than when I 
walked in to the class.  

- Drew Anderson, 
Olympic Power  
Wash Services
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Power washers of North america
ph 800-393-7962  |  fx 651-213-0369  |  www.pwna.org

Since 1992 the PWNA has 
represented contractors in the 
Power Washing industry. We 
stand for all power washers: fleet 
washing, concrete cleaning, kitchen 
exhaust, wood restoration, as well 
as everything in between. The 
PWNA provides quality education 
and certification to power wash 
contractors along with conventions, 
networking opportunities, and a clear 
voice for our industry.

Visit www.pwna.org for more info on 
becoming a member.

Be there to helP celeBrate the 20th aNNiversary of the orgaNizatioN

suPPort your iNdustry

Join Us!
Convention/Cruise:

oCt 2012 - orlando Fl

visit us on

For those 
attending who 
do not wish to 
participate in 
the certification 
courses, other 
classes will 
be offered. 
These include, 
among others, 
an advanced 
marketing course 
and two-part 
power washing 
101 class.

Of course, 
official classes are only one aspect of the 
educational gains attendees will receive at 
this year’s PWNA convention. Perhaps even 
more valuable are the informal networking 
opportunities that PWNA provides. For instance, 
Tuesday will offer “Snack and Chat Roundtables” 
at lunch, and there will be two evening cocktail 
receptions at the hotel.

 Wednesday will allow attendees to view and 
visit with a variety of vendors – including eClean 
Magazine – as the exhibit hall opens from 8:00 

Hydro Tek will be giving away 
an SC Series 3500psi, 5.5gpm, 

adjustable thermostat up to 250°. 
(SC35006KG) skid!  

LIST PRICE $10,295
Visit www.HydroTek.us 

to learn more

a.m. to 12:15 
p.m., then again 
from 2:45 to 4:30 
p.m. Wednesday 
afternoon will 
offer a vendor 
auction, outside 
demonstrations, 
and a HydroTek 
skid giveaway!

 The cost 
to attend the 
conference 
is $249 for 
members, $349 
for non-members. 
Additional respresentatives from a member 
company are $149, and $249 for non-members. 
(Spouses attend free but must pay the fee for 
courses or lunches with costs associated.) 
Remember, all contractor members receive a $99 
credit toward a certification of their choice.

 Early bird specials are $50 off each registrant 
if you register by August 31, 2012 and $25 off if 
you register by September 30.

 To learn more, visit the PWNA website at 
www.PWNA.org.

Registered Vendors as of 
8-25-12

 
Hydro Tek 
Powerwash.com
Armstrong-Clark Co.
Seal’N Lock System Corp.
Joseph D. Walters Agency
Timber Ox Products
D.P.W. Sales & Services
Knight Enterprises
EDI Distributors
eClean Magazine

www.pwna.org
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The days of placing a yellow page ad and 
going about your business are gone. 
Advertising your cleaning business has 

gotten multifaceted, time consuming and 
complicated. Your website is not alone any more. 
Google Places, Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus, 
Yelp, Pinterest and Adwords are all beckoning for 
your attention. And that’s not to mention blogging 
and mobile users. When all you really want to do 
is go out and clean, how do you manage it all?

Prioritize for YOUR Audience
Just like anything else in life, you have 

to find out where your time is effective. Sit 
and think about where your customers are 
most likely to see you. If you are targeting 
commercial-only contracts, will posting 
pictures on Pinterest be effective? Likely not. 
A residentially-focused cleaning business will 
do well posting before and after’s on Facebook. 
Instead of blowing hours of time trying to do 
everything, focus your time on where your 
market is going to see you. 

Four Must Haves
Let’s cover four items that are necessary for 

EVERY cleaning business:
1. Your Business Website. Presenting 

your business as an efficient, professional 
organization is important. Regardless of 
whether you are focusing on commercial, 
residential, or both, making a good first 
impression online can determine if a prospect 
takes the next step in either researching more 
or calling you. Your website itself has several 
factors to consider: 

• Design. A professional design can do 
wonders for the perception of your company. 
Many feel this is one area where they can cut 
corners. But perception can be everything, 
especially when you are hired to work on 
someone’s largest investment.  
 Do you care about how your truck and rig 
look? Do you wear clean, non-bleach-eaten 
shirts with logos? Why do you do these things? 
Because the impression you leave with the 
customer counts. Your website can see more 
action than you do in any given month, so you 
should put your best foot forward. It can mean 
more phone calls, more work, more money.

• Calls-to-Action. One of the biggest 
problems I see on a regular basis is websites 
with little or no “calls to action.” A call to 
action is a “Call Today! XXX-XXXX” or “Click 

Marketing Your Pressure 
Washing Business Online

by Anya Curry, 
Ambidextrous Services, 
www.UniqueAmb.com
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Here for a Free Estimate!” Something that tells 
the user what to do and where to do it.  
 While it may seem silly to have to tell 
a prospect what to do, the statistics show 
differently. People are lazy. Just like most 
people don’t go past page number two on 
Google, they won’t want to surf around your 
website to find a phone number or contact 
form. Put it front and center, bold, italicized. 

• SEO. Easily the most misunderstood, 
misused, and abused term on the Internet, 
search engine optimization (SEO) should really 
be called “customer optimization.” Instead of 
trying to optimize for robots, optimize for your 
customers. There are some basics out there 
that you might need help with (meta tags, 
inter-linking, heading tags), but the real glory 
goes to your content. What do your customers 
want to see and read about?

If you offer no-pressure roof cleaning, tell 
them why that’s the best method to use. Brag 
about your methods and techniques, not about 
you and your company. Give them real facts 
and statistics, how-to articles, etc.  
 By writing your content for your market, 
you always stand to do well. Search engines 
are getting increasingly complicated. They are 
looking into statistics, such as how long people 
stay on your site, how many people “bounce” 
out (click the back button immediately), how 
many pages they look at on your site, how 
many people link to your site, and more. It has 
become more about how valuable your content 
is, not how often you can squeeze the words 
“pressure washing” into a pressure washing 
sentence about pressure washing. :) 
 • Ease of Use. Make your site clear and 
easy to use. Use drop-down menus to organize 
your navigation; keep it uncluttered. Your 
pages should be easy to read, not loaded with 
long boring paragraphs that no one is going 
to read. Break it up. Use bullet point lists, 
buttons with calls-to-action, pictures and other 
fun things for people to look at.  
 One more thing: Don’t bloat it with junk 
that doesn’t belong (no one cares about your 
Aunt Suzie’s bake sale).

• Analytics. Don’t operate blind. Track 
your results. Google’s analytics are free and 
will provide you with more data than you can 

digest. Look at your traffic. Where is it coming 
from? What keywords are people using to find 
you? What are your most popular pages? What 
are your least popular pages? Where is traffic 
originating from? Compare peaks and lows 
with your actual profits. The actual statistics 
may surprise you. Use this information to 
adjust your content and tactics. 

2. Google Places/Google Plus. Your local 

listing on Google will most likely bring you 
the majority of online traffic. Making sure this 
listing is optimized will go a long way. Fill out 
each portion of this listing completely. Add a 
description using keywords. If a category that 
you feel is important doesn’t exist, create one! 
Google only requires that you use at least one 
of their predetermined categories. Use all five!  
 Another tip is to check that little box that 
says “Do not show my business address on 
my maps listing.” This will prevent Google 
from sending people to an address where 
you are not likely to be waiting for them. 
Also, use the “additional details” section to 
add special services/products you offer. For 
example, you can add “low pressure washing” 
or “no pressure roof cleaning” in this area for 
optimization.

3. Facebook Business Page. Whether or 
not you like it, your 
customers ARE on 
Facebook. There are 
955 MILLION active 
monthly users on 
Facebook. Presenting 

yourself as a professional company is just as 
important here as any other medium. 

• Interacting on Facebook. Residential 
customers love to interact with before-
and-after photos. This interaction (liking, 
commenting or sharing a photo you post) will 
spread to their friends via their news feed. 
This is a powerful branding tool. Commercially 
focused cleaning businesses can present a 
powerful image by posting pictures of on-site 
work. Many times your commercial customers 
have a Facebook page of their own, which you 

by Anya Curry, 
Ambidextrous Services, 
www.UniqueAmb.com
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can tag in those photos.  
 • Offers/Promotions. You can also run 
“offers” on Facebook, which also have the 
same interaction/branding effect. Set terms, 
expiration dates, etc. 

• Contests. Contests are a great way to 
interact with fans on Facebook. I wouldn’t 
recommend doing this until you have built a 
decent following. Tip: Don’t make the contest/
prize about “cleaning services.” Make it about 
something they are interested in. Ask them to 
post their funniest pet photo, best summer photo, 
silliest kid picture, etc. Make the prize something 
fun as well: movie tickets, gift card, or partner 
with a local business for a prize. Partnering will 
extend your reach for a contest, as they will likely 
promote your business with their fan base as well. 
 4. Blog. I know what you’re going to say: 
“I’m a pressure washer, not a blogger!” While 
that IS true, you do have a wealth of knowledge 
in your head. Why do you use low pressure? 
What’s wrong with buying bleach from Wal-
Mart? Why shouldn’t you pressure wash a 
shingled roof? What’s the benefit of keeping 
your commercial sidewalks cleaned? These 
are questions you think are silly, but most 
homeowners know nothing about. Tell them. 
 The second argument I get about blogging is 
this: “Why should I give away my secrets?” I hate 
to be the one to break it to you, but they’re not 
secrets. When you post an article online (hopefully 
on your website), you help the do-it-yourselfer. 
That guy is going to power wash his house with 
his $200 power washer he bought from Home 
Depot anyway. Why not give him a useful tip? 
When he gets himself into trouble (and he will, we 
all know it), he’s going to have to call someone. 
By providing him that useful tip, you’ve branded 
yourself with him as someone trustworthy. 
Someone who helped him without asking for 
anything back. That goes a long way. And the 
content doesn’t hurt your SEO either!

Internet Reviews
The Internet has transformed once not-

so-bold people into insane, raging, bad-
mouthed maniacs. With that being said, you 
ARE going to have a negative review online 
somewhere. Everyone does. What matters is 
how you respond. Don’t make a sour face. Make 
lemonade. Here is real example:

“Horrible service. Do not use. They destroyed 
our yard, hammered our plants with the power 
washer and left the yard a mess. Completely 
careless and unprofessional.”

That’s a lost cause, right?  Wrong.  Do you 
respond?  Do you ignore it?  Here’s what NOT to do:

DO NOT ignore the review.  This will create 
the assumption that you don’t care.

DO NOT post a rebuttal/explanation/
excuse.  No matter what you say in that 
scenario, it will turn into a he said,/she said, 
finger-pointing contest and you will look like a 
terrible business owner.   

Here’s how to change the public’s 
perspective.  Respond publicly as the 
owner with apologies (yes, even if you’re not 
wrong!), assurances, and promises to make it 
right.  Here’s an example response:

“We apologize greatly for the service and 
inconvenience we have caused.  I assure you 
that we care about each and every one of our 
customers.  The owner will be contacting you 
within the next 24 hours to discuss ways to 
make this right for you.  If by chance we miss 
you, please contact us immediately at xxx-
xxx-xxxx.  Again, we sincerely apologize for the 
problems we have caused.”

The response above sets the tone for the 
prospect that is scrolling through your reviews, 
deciding whether or not you’re the one to call.  
A bad review can turn their nose up, but a 
response like the one above tells them that 
you care when things go wrong (and they will!). 
Your company doesn’t ignore the problem.  You 
man up and make it right.  Lemonade.

Everything Else
The Internet can be a black hole, sucking your 

time and resources away while your business 
suffers. However, it can also be the lifeblood of 
your business, feeding new leads and reaching 
repeat customers. Use common sense to tell the 
difference. Track your results, analyze profits, make 
adjustments. The Internet is constantly evolving. 
You should be too.

Anya Curry is the owner of Ambidextrous Services, 
which specializes in designing websites for the power 
washing industry. She is the wife of Alex Curry, a 
second generation power washer and owner of ARC 
owerwashing of Raleigh, NC. Visit  
www.UniqueAmb.com to learn more.


